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Self-Organized Markets in a Decentralized Economy

1. Introduction

One of the main tasks of economic theory is to explain the outcomes of a decentralized

economy, and to understand the fundamental mechanisms of trade in such an economy. It

might be tempting to interpret the difficulty of economic theory to explain the fluctuations

in the aggregate economic activity known as business cycles, as merely a matter of a

degree of precision not yet reached in the understanding of decentralized economies.

However, the most recent empirical evidence pertaining to Eastern Europe suggests that

decentralized trade entails deeper questions that economic theory does not yet offer an

answer to.

The central problems with which economic theory is concerned remained the same since

Smith [1776]: How, why, and when does the 'invisible hand' work? When should one

expect stability, booms or slumps in a decentralized economy? Underlying these, there are

even more basic questions: How is it possible that a group of individual agents, each

pursuing his self-interest, leads to order rather than chaos? And also the opposite: When

would such a group of individuals give rise to chaos rather than order?'

As a decentralized economy consists of locally interacting rational agents who are all

continuously pursuing advantageous opportunities, such an economy may very well be

studied in the framework of complex adaptive system theory (see Anderson et al. [1988]).

A 'complex system' is a system consisting of a large number of agents that interact with

each other in various ways. Such a system is 'adaptive' if these agents change their actions

as a result of the events in the process of interaction. Formal analyses of such locally

interacting systems seem to encounter many technical difficulties.2 In particular, the

available analytical apparatus borrowed from graph theory, statistical mechanics and the

theory of interacting particle systems appears to be rather restrictive with respect to the

1 Clearly, the widespread use of the concept of a 'representative agent' has eclipsed such questions for
some time (see Kinnan [1992]).

2 Some recent examples of this approach are Durlauf [1990], Blume [1993] and Bale et al. [1993].
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economic contents of the models. It seems especially difficult to incorporate the essential

fact that the interactions that do take place between economic agents, are not determined

by their given, fixed position in a grid, graph or lattice, or by some kind of anonymous

matching device. Instead, most interactions in a decentralized economy are determined by

economic agents who are themselves actively pursuing those interactions that are the most

advantageous ones. Transactions do not take place in Walrasian central markets, or through

anonymous random matching devices, but instead, market interactions depend in a crucial

way on local knowledge of the identity of some potential trading partners. A market, then,

is not a central place where a certain good is exchanged, nor is it the aggregate supply and

demand of a good. In general, markets emerge as the result of locally interacting individual

agents pursuing advantageous contacts, Le., they are self-organized. This paper suggests a

way to understand this fundamental feature of decentralized economies.

To do this, in this paper, we will consider a specific model of a decentralized economy,

using a computer simulation. Each rational economic agent is modeled separately with

machine learning techniques recently emerged in the field of Artificial Intelligence.

Modeling the homo oeconomicus as a 'machine' does not pose particular conceptual

difficulties to economic theory.' After all, as Lucas puts it, doing economics means

"programming robot imitations of people" (in Klamer [1984], p.49). Although Lucas'

statement was only meant as a metaphor, current-day computational potentialities make it

interesting to take it literally, and to consider its usefulness for economic theory.

What Lucas was referring to, of course, was that the homo oeconomicus is a rather

mechanical representation of individual agents. The fundamental characteristic of the homo

oeconomicus is that he simply chooses (one of) the most preferred option(s) in his

perceived opportunity set. In fact, the homo oeconomicus is an 'opportunist'; always doing

the best he can. This implies that the question of the modeling of the perceived opportunity

sets of the individual agents becomes a primary issue. During the process of interaction

between the individual agents in a decentralized economy, perceived opportunities evolve.

Such changes may be due either to a change in underlying circumstances or to a change

in the perception of these circumstances. The latter is called 'learning'. Usually, these

3 See e.g., Marimon et al. [1990], Andreoni & Miller [1991], or Rust et al. [1992].
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changes will not only occur simultaneously, but there will also be interaction between the

dynamics of learning and the dynamics of economic forces as such.

The problem for economists is, that they are not in a position to tell how a set of given

physical stimuli maps onto a set of perceived opportunities (see e.g., Tversky & Kahneman

[1986]). One way to solve this problem, is assuming that each agent simply observes the

objective truth. Basically, this is what the Rational Expectations Hypothesis is about. Here,

we will follow an alternative route to abstract from all psychological issues concerning the

perception of opportunities, assuming that the perception of opportunities is an endogenous

process. That is, the set of perceived opportunities depends strictly upon the preceding

sequence of actions and outcomes. We know that the homo oeconomicus' actions, given

his preferences, depend strictly upon his perceived opportunities. Hence, actions are a

function of perceived opportunities, and perceived opportunities a function of earlier

actions. As a result we get a sequence analysis of actions and outcomes in which

perceptions or expectations do not appear explicitly, but only "between the lines" (Hart

[1951], p.viii). Hence, formally we can model each agent's actions as a function of

previous actions and outcomes.

The problem, then, is how to model this latter mapping. One solution would be to apply

simple fixed rules-of-thumb. The drawback of this is not only that they are arbitrary, but

that the results will be rather arbitrary as well. We will give an example of this later.

Therefore, we do not tie down the set of functions a priori in an arbitrary way. With the

use of Artificial Intelligence techniques, it is possible to keep the relations between

actions/outcomes and previous actions/outcomes completely flexible. Hence, we can

analyze in how far the market provides sufficient structure to tie down the set of possibly

perceived opportunities, thus constraining the behavior of the individual agents. Therefore,

we simulate a decentralized economy, and look for the emergence of regularities in actions

and outcomes during the process of creating and trading away of opportunities by rational

agents.

The questions to be examined are: (i) In how far do the individual agents create

opportunities to trade? (ii) How does the information concerning these opportunities spread

through the economy? (iii) To what extent are these opportunities traded away? Or, to put

it another way: How do self-organized markets emerge in the economy, and what are their
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characteristics? Clearly, this paper will not solve all 'invisible hand' enigmas, but it is one

of the first steps to explore in how far this may be a fruitful approach for dealing with

these mysteries. In section 2 we will delineate the decentralized economy to be simulated.

In section 3 we will describe how we model rational consumers and firms. Section 4 will

contain the results of the simulations, which are analyzed and discussed, while section 5

will conclude.

2. The Economy

We consider a closed, decentralized economy, in which there are two types of agents: firms

and consumers. Time is divided into a sequence of basic periods. From here on, we will

call each single time period a 'day'. During each day the following sequence of actions

takes place:

(i) At the beginning of the day firms produce a given homogeneous consumption good,

which has a given price. This price is fixed and equal for all agents. It is also constant

through time, and known to all agents. All firms are identical in that they use the same

production technology, which exhibits constant returns to scale. Production decided upon

at the beginning of the day is immediately available for sale, while unsold stocks perish

at the end.4 Firms may send information signals to some other agents in the population at

the beginning of each day. Each signal communicates to its receiver that the firm offers the

commodity for sale on that day. Spreading these signals is costly, the marginal costs being

constant. Receiving information, on the other hand, is costless. These signals are the only

means of communication between individual agents. Thus, a firm, preferring more profits

to less profits, makes available for sale a number of units of the commodity, spreads

information about this in order to attract the attention of potential customers, and then just

waits to receive customers to sell to.

(ii) During the day consumers are 'shopping'. Preferences and endowments are such that,

given its price, each consumer wishes to buy and consume exactly one unit of the produced

4 Implicitly, this assumes a specific choice of the parameters of the storage technology: infinite costs of
storage. Just as with respect to any parameter, it would be interesting to consider the effect of different valnes.
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commodity on each day.s During each day consumers shop around in search for a trading

opportunity. The only consumer decision problem is the choice of agents to visit on a given

day. Each consumer can visit only one agent on each day.6 Trade takes place on a

'first-come first-served' basis.

(iii) At the end of the day all agents evaluate their own market experience. A consumer

who has not found a unit of the commodity available, will turn home unsatisfied. Each firm

observes the demand it faced during the day.? Demand above the firm's available supply

is simply forgone. Then, knowing also its production and communication costs, a firm can

compute its profits ex post. These profits might tum out to be negative. In our analysis we

discard all kinds of liquidity or bankruptcy problems. Firms simply prefer higher to lower

profits. Thus we are implicitly assuming some complementary model of a loan market in

which lenders allow the firms to make negative profits on unpleasant conditions. Another

possibility that may occur is that a firm will perceive no profitable opportunity to produce

a positive amount of output and will therefore choose not to produce or signal at all.

Whether such firms are definitely out of business or may re-enter will be determined

endogenously. In any case, the number of firms is fixed, and we do not consider the

possibility of new entrants.

Each firm's objective is to maximize profits. A consumer's only objective is finding a

unit of the commodity on each day. Besides the price of the commodity and their own

preferences, endowments, and technology, the individual agents are, at the beginning of day

5 We abstract from the question under which circumstances this would be the case.
6 This does not restrict the nature of the problem in any meaningful sense; it simply changes the value of

some of its parameters. The more general scenario would be one in which consumers wander continuously
about, searching for trading opportunities, making more visits during each day, also on more markets to buy
various commodities, while the 'shopping' behavior would not be synchronized between the consumers. Let
us assume that time flows continuously, that the visits and exchanges are discrete events of zero duration, like
the arrivals in a Poisson process (see Foley [1975] or Diamond [1982]), associate with each agent a 'random
clock' that rings independently for each agent at the instances of a Poisson process, and let each consumer
make a visit when his clock rings (see the theory of interacting particle systems, e.g., Griffeath [1979]). The
one-visit-only assumption is just a specific parameter choice with respect to this Poisson process plus a slight
simplification.

7 In reality, fIrms will often only observe how much they have actually sold. Then, in case a firm has some
units in stock left at the end of the day it can calculate the total demand directed towards it But in case of
a stock out it does not even know this for sure and has to estimate it, because a fIrm with empty shelves
simply closes for the rest of the day (see e.g., Alpern & Snower [1988]). We abstract from such estimation
procedures.
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1, without any quantitative or structural knowledge of the economy. Their situation is one

of moving around in a crowd of individuals who are all swarming around. They do

perceive that there exist other agents in the economy, but they do not know their

characteristics. In particular, a priori they have not identified the agents that are firms or

those that are consumers interested in this commodity, possibly offering them a trading

opportunity. They are even unaware of the numbers of other agents, and they are ignorant

about the actions of others. They do not know anything about the market experience of

other agents, nor are they informed what future market developments will be. Their

perceptions of trading opportunities will be based on their own experiences in the market.8

But when markets are not orderly, i.e., when there may be simultaneously rationed sellers

and rationed buyers, these individual market experiences are not merely a reflection of the

overall state of the economy. Moreover, 'shopping' is anonymous. The idea is here, that

one of the distinguishing characteristics of monetary shopping is that as long as a customer

has money in his pocket and agrees to pay cash, while the fIrm can hand over the

commodity immediately, nobody is going to ask any further questions (see e.g., Anderlini

& Sabourian [1988] or Shubik [1988]).

As firms are iguorant as to the characteristics of the agents to whom they may send

information, they are indifferent in this respect, and therefore they choose the agents to

whom they send a signal at random. Hence, the remaining decision problem for a fIrm is

the quantity to produce and the number of signals to send on each day. A firm's objective

function can be denoted as:

profIt = price . minimum[production, demand faced] - production costs - signaling costs

However, the result of the ignorance described is that a fIrm is not in a position to specify

the demand function facing it. Hence, a fIrm is not able to maximize its (expected) profIts

directly with standard techniques, as it would need to know the complete, possibly time

varying, distribution function of demands directed to it. Note that knowledge or an

estimation of the expected demand would not be suffIcient to maximize expected profits.

8 Including the infonnation consumers might get through the infonnation sigoaIs by which the fInns try
to attract their attention.
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The economy sketched seems to capture some fundamental aspects of real decentralized

economies, and the model appears to deal rather closely with what Holland called the 'New

York City Paradox': "u. a group of independent companies somehow manage to supply

food for the seven million people in New York City. The companies constantly replenish

the restaurants and supermarkets, which do not keep more than a few days' worth offood

in reserve, without creating shortages or surpluses" (Ruthen [1993, p.132). Most

commodities in a decentralized economy are produced in advanced, while they are

purchased on a repeated basis by shopping consumers. Some would argue that the model

is uurealistic, because 'a consumer simply knows where to buy something'. Well

considered, such an observation would not be a criticism, but a strong support of our

model. For it asserts that transactions do not take place in Walrasian central markets or

through anonymous random matching devices, but that, instead, market interactions depend

in a crucial way on local knowledge of the identity of some potential trading partners. Such

information has to be communicated in one way or another.

While, in reality, most advertising seems indeed in order to draw the buyers' attention

to the fact that someone is selling something somewhere sometime, advertising is not

always in the form of signals send to individual potential buyers. Agents may hear from

radio and tv or from friends about the newest shops in town, buyers may use the Yellow

Pages to find a seller, or they may visit shops randomly, etc. Basically, these possibilities

would seem to fit rather well in the signaling framework used. Advertising costs on radio

and tv seem to be proportional to the number of individual agents reached, while the choice

of these agents will be largely random; In the case of information from friends, one could

consider these friends as sending signals or one could assume that each signal sent by a

firm reaches one agent, plus possibly some friends of his. In the second case, one may

consider a decision to insert an advert in the list of the Yellow Pages as sending some

signals. With reference to the final example, randomly visiting shops implies that these

sellers have already signaled that they sell a certain commodity by means of their shop

windows, etc. Thus, signaling reflects most of the possible ways in which an agent may

make information about his own type known to other agents, and is not restricted to some

specific types of advertising. Finally, buyers could know from experience where they might

find the commodity. This will indeed be an important factor in our analysis.
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3. Modeling the Individual Actions

As explained in section 2, an individual fInn's problem is ill-defIned, and therefore it has

to work inductively. Each day, a fInn chooses a point in its (production, signaling)-space,

or Nl, and then observes the outcome generated by that action. Hence, a fInn's trading

opportunities can be represented implicitly by a profIt landscape, in which a fInn

continuously tries to fInd higher points. Clearly, this search space is very large. We will

use a combination of a ClassifIer System (CS) and a Genetic Algorithm (GA) to model

each fInn's actions (see e.g., Holland [1986] and [1992], or Machine Learning [1988]).9

The CS, fIrstly, predicts in parallel for a set of points in the (production, signaling)-space

the eventual payoff that might be generated by these points. At the beginning of day I a

fInn does not have any infonnation as to what the most valuable actions are. Therefore, the

initial set of points for each fInn's CS consists of randomly chosen actions in the fInn's

search domain, and the initial predictions are equal for all points. These predicted payoffs

are updated on the basis of the finn's own experience, each prediction being some

weighted average of past payoffs. Secondly, the CS decides on each day which of these

points is chosen as the current action, where the probability of a point being activated

depends on its predicted payoff.lo This choice of actions is a stochastic function of

predicted payoffs, i.e., it is not simply the strongest point that is activated, because a

rational fInn will search to balance the exploitation and the exploration of perceived

opportunities.

A rational fInn will choose his actions in those regions of the (production, signaling)

space that it perceives to be most advantageous. Therefore, a GA is used to direct the set

of actions towards the regions of the (production, signaling)-space in which the

perfonnance is likely to improve. Through the application of the genetic operators

reproduction, crossover and mutation some new action strings are created every now and

, For technical details concerning the CS{GAs we implemented, see the appendix.
10 In fact, what CSs do is associating with each action a strength as a measure of its performance in the

past. The essence of reinforcement learning is that actions that led in the past to more satisfactory ontcomes,
are more likely to be chosen again in the future. This means that the actions must be some monotone fnnction
of the (weighted) past payoffs. Labeling these strengths as 'predicted payoffs' is in a certain sense an
interpretation of these strengths, as the CS does not model the prediction of these payoffs, as a process or an
act. Each fIrm at each point in time has only these strengths, and not a model of how these strengths were
formed in the past, nor do they, e.g., have a model of the demand function.
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then to replace weak existing strings. The frequency at which this is done is determined

by a parameter called the 'GA rate'. Note that a too high GA rate would make that the CS

does not get enough time to predict the value of the newly created strings, while a too low

GA rate would lead to lack of exploration of new regions. Furthermore, a firm knows that

when a stock-out occurs, its profit would have been higher if it had produced more, and

the same applies if it had produced less in case there is some stock left. Therefore, every

day a mutation operator is applied to the most recently activated point, such that the

number for production is increased or decreased slightly in the apparently right direction.

On each day, a consumer is only interested in obtaining one unit of the commodity.

Therefore, he has to find a firm, and this firm must have at least one unit of the commodity

available. A priori, however, a consumer does not know which agents are firms, and he has

no knowledge as to the inventory policies of the individual firms.

As to the various potential suppliers of the commodity, as perceived by a consumer on

a given day, we model these into the following three categories. First, the agents the

consumers visited on their most recent trip to the market. Returning to such an agent, we

will call 'patronage'. We define 'patronage' as 'return to the last visited agent',

encompassing any possible motive to adhere to any type of agent. A second category

consists of the agents the consumers have identified as firms selling the commodity on that

day through the information signals received on that day. Consumers do not use the

information signals received on previous days, as these signals communicate only the firms'

willingness to sell the commodity on the day concerned. Thirdly, any other, unidentified

agent. Note that the consumers' experience is organized into broad categories. For example,

we consider the issue 'to patronize or not to patronize', but we do not make further

qualitative distinctions between the various individual finns. An alternative might be to let

a consumer track its experiences with respect to each individual firm. However, in a large

world this seems unfeasible, discovering useful information would be very difficult, and

all information would be lost after a change of environment because it is situation specific.

Therefore, in general, agents will organize their experiences into categories (see also

Holland et al. [1986]). A more sophisticated approach than the one followed here, would

be one in which these categories are determined endogenously by the consumers

themselves, instead of by the modeler.
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There are also three possible market experiences for a consumer. First, he succeeds in

finding one unit of the commodity and turns home satisfied. Secondly, the consumer visits

a firm but arrives too late and finds only empty shelves. Thirdly, the consumer does not

even succeed in tracking down a firm and is 'lost in the mist'. With respect to the

information a consumer received from the firms, there are two possibilities. Either he

received some information signals or he did not get any signal at all. These possible states

and actions for a consumer on a given day can very well be modeled by a Classifier

System. In table 1 the complete CS is presented.

1) if Sat and Info then Patr
2) if Sat and Info then Known
3) if Sat and Info then Rand

4) if Sat and ~Info then Patr
5) if Sat and ~Info then Rand

6) if Late and Info then Patr
7) if Late and Info then Known
8) if Late and Info then Rand

9) if Late and ~Info then Patr
10) if Late and ~Info then Rand

11 ) if Mist and Info then Patr
12) if Mist and Info then Known
13) if Mist and Info then Rand

14) if Mist and ~Info then Patr
15) if Mist and ~Info then Rand

Table 1 Classifier System consumerll

At the beginning of day I a consumer does not have any information as to what the most

valuable shopping rules are. Therefore, the predicted payoffs are equal for all rules. At the

end of each day each consumer evaluates his market experience. There are two possible

outcomes for a consumer's shopping efforts. Either he has succeeded in buying one unit

of the commodity or he has not. While the former is a positive outcome, the latter is a

negative one. The CS governs the reinforcement learning process, updating the predicted

payoffs according to experienced payoffs, and determines the actions analogously to the

11 Sat = satisfied; Late =arrived late at firm; Mist =not fonnd a firm; Info =information signals received;
,Info =no information signals received; Patr =patronage; Known =visit firm known from signal; Rand =visit
random, unidentified agent.
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procedures described above for the ftrms. Note that here, only those rules for which the

'if ...' is fulftlled may be activated.

GAs are search procedures based on the mechanics of natural selection and natural

genetics. The key feature of GAs is their ability to exploit accumulating information about

an initially unknown search space, in order to bias subsequent search efforts into promising

regions. GAs are especially appropriate when, for one reason or another, analytical tools

are inadequate, and when 'point-for-point' search is unfeasible because of the enormous

amount of possibilities to process, which may be aggravated by the occurrence of non

stationarity. But the most attractive feature of GAs is that they do not need a supervisor.

That is, no knowledge about the optimal, or 'correct', action, or a measure of the distance

between the actions of the eS/GA and the 'correct' action, is needed in order to adjust the

set of actions of the eS/GA. The only information needed are the (predicted) outcomes that

would be generated by each action. This information is supplied by the es. In this sense

eS/GAs exploit the local character of information, and no further knowledge about the

underlying outcome generating mechanisms is needed, e.g., the derivatives of certain

functions.

Note that the agents modeled with a eS/GA are not 'myopic'. In a GNeS the whole

history of the agents' experience counts, and they are competent enough, to give up direct

profits/utility, in order to gather information to generate more payoff later on. Moreover,

also rules that do not directly generate payoff are reinforced according to their merits. This

makes that agents may 'recognize' valuable sequences of actions.

It would also be confusing to depict the behavior of the individual agents modeled by

a eS/GA as 'adaptive', and it might be evidence of an important misconception of the

issues at stake. Typically, 'adaptive' behavior is thought to mean something as 'too

passively walking behind the facts'. Such a description would be fully inappropriate for the

agents modeled by a eS/GA. These agents are active searchers for the most advantageous

opportunities. They experiment to improve their perceptions of these opportunities,

continuously exploring the most promising regions of their action domain.!2 The crucial

12 Experimentation in the CS/GA takes place in various forms. In our implementation of the CS, actions
of both consumers and fIrms are a stochastic function of the predicted payoffs of the relevant rules, such as
to improve the perception of the opportunities of all promising rules. The fmns' GAs explore new unknown

(continued...)
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point is that what the agents perceive to be promising is a function of the exogenously

given infonnation at the start of the process, and all the experiences during the process.

What is excluded are ad hoc exogenous changes of perceptions during the process, because

those would sweep away every hope to find constraints imposed by the market process

upon the individual agents' possibly perceived opportunities.13

It should also be stressed that the GNCSs are not models of agents using only simple

decision rules. Although each rule for itself in a CS/GA is a simple rule, it is the set of

rules that fonns the link between actions and outcomes, and it is not the individual rules

that matter. Moreover, this set of rules may change, applying the genetic operators. As is

well-known, such a representation of knowledge is not restrictive in any sense, and any

program that can be written in a standard programming language can be implemented in

a CS.14 Hence, a CS/GA may be thought to model the most complex and sophisticated

human decision procedures, as well as the most simple. In other words, any decision can

be modeled 'as if made by a CS/GA.

Two possible criticisms of this simulation might be that the behavior of the agents is ad

hoc and the way the agents are modeled is arbitrary. Both would be correct observations,

but, as we will argue here, only in the following very specific sense.

A general characteristic of agents living in the complexity of a 'large world' is that they

do not have a true, well-specified model to work with. That is, the agents' problem

situation is ill-defined (see Arthur [1992] and [1994]). Hence, instead of basing their

actions on deductive reasoning from universal truths, they are forced to inductive reasoning.

Inductive reasoning proceeds from the actual situation faced by an agent. In this sense,

such agents' behavior is adaptive or reactive. Sometimes this is also known as the 'cross

that bridge when you come to it' principle (see Savage [1954]), because "... in a large

12(...continued)
regions. The frequency at which this is done is detennined by the GA rate. In our implementation we use a
variable GA rate, making it depend upon the outcomes experienced. For example, disappointing profits may
'trigger' the GA, to create some new rules in advance to the regular expiration date. Hence, flnns do not only
direct their experiments towards the most promising actions, but they also experiment at what they perceive
to be the right moment

13 See also the introduction of this paper. Note that even the mutation operator applied to the ftnu's most
recently active rule should be distinguished conceptually from simple adaptive algorithms. This mutation
operator does not decide the subsequent action simply as an adaptation of the present action, but is an update
of the knowledge embodi¢ in the system as a whole. There is no reason to assume that the same string will
act again the next day. .

14 That is, these systems are 'computationally complete' (see Minsky [1967]).
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world ... there are some bridges that you cannot cross before you come to them" (Binmore

[1991], p.1). Hence, it is only in a very literal sense that inductive behavior might be

called 'ad hoc'. Note that it does not imply in any sense an 'anything goes', Le., an

abandoning of logical principles or rationality. It would seem to come close to rationality

in the sense of what Popper [1957] called 'situational logic' (see also Hayek [1973]).

Modeling this inductive behavior of the individual agents with GA/CSs is certainly

arbitrary, but any approach would be arbitrary to some extent. Remember that, in our

model, the agents cannot perceive what the objectively optimal actions would be. We have

argued in the introduction that economists do not have the tools to construct explicit mental

models for the agents' perceptions, and that hence, we follow the approach of mapping

actions/outcomes directly to new actions/outcomes, leaving the mental processes implicit.

This mapping to determine the agents' new actions is not fixed a priori, but kept flexible.

Competing hypotheses are tested and their perceived usefulness is updated in parallel.

Reinforcement of hypotheses takes place on the basis of payoffs experienced in the market.

New hypotheses are formed from building blocks of rules that had turned out to be useful.

Bad hypotheses are easily discarded as experience accumulates. Thus, reinforcement,

through actual payoffs experienced in the market plays, the pivotal role in a GA/CS. This

means that as far as these algorithms are arbitrary, it is the market that acts as the

arbitrator! For an economist that must be more than reasonable.

Although GA/CSs are not the only possible algorithms in this context, it seems that

alternative algorithms have to meet at least the following three requirements. Firstly, they

should be equally flexible as to the possible mappings from the agents' actions/outcomes

to new actions/outcomes. Secondly, the market should play an equally essential role in

directing the agents' actions. Thirdly, the dynamics of learning and the dynamics of the

economic forces as such should be modeled at the appropriate two conceptually distinct

levels.ls

15 Cf., many 'evolutionary' models in economics in which some fonn of 'replicator dynamics' is applied,
modeling these two types of processes at the same, population level.
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4. Simulation Results

In this section, we analyze the simulated economy. We run the model for 2000 basic

periods, or days, with 50 firms and 5000 consumers.16 .(\t then end of day 2000 more than

10 million units of the commodity have been produced, almost 50 million information

signals have been sent, and 10 million times a consumer has made a trip to the market.

This has resulted in more than 9 million transactions. We will characterize the history of

actions and outcomes by looking for regnlarities in the data set. In particular, we are

interested in those regularities which cannot be deduced directly from the built-in properties

of the individual agents or some other microeconomic aspect of the model!'

In the economic model described in section 2, as long as there are firms willing to sell

and, simultaneously, consumers willing to buy the commodity, there exist opportunities to

trade. The questions to be examined are: In how far do these individual agents create

opportunities to trade?, How does the information concerning these opportunities spread

through the economy?, and: To what extent are these opportunities traded away? In other

words: How do self-organized markets emerge in this economy, and what are their

characteristics?

The emergence of such regularities is usually related to the metaphor of the 'Invisible

Hand'. While the individual agents take care only about their own self-interest, it is the

'Invisible Hand' that is thought to perform an ordering function, bringing about

coordination of economic activities. We will search for such regularities not only at the

level of aggregate or macroeconomic activity, but we will also analyze whether the

microeconomic distributions, concerning the experiences of the individual agents underlying

those aggregates, show some regularities.

16 The other parameter values of the economic model are: price of the commodity 1.00, marginal cost of
signaling 0.08, and marginal cost of production 0.25.

17 At least not by any argnment which is substantially shorter than producing that regularity by running the
simulation itself (see Lane [1992]).
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4.1 Macroeconomics: Time Series ofAggregates

The variables most commonly considered in business cycle theory are production, demand,

sales, advertising, profits, profits per unit of sales, and unsold stocks.IS We also consider

the relative number of consumers choosing to patronize, the service offered by the firms,

Le., the probability that a firm can satisfy a given client, and, in order to analyze how

successful the coordination of economic activities is, we constructed a measure of the

efficiency of the economy. Two factors have to be taken into account. On the one hand,

the number of actual transactions relative to aggregate demand, and on the other hand, the

signaling and production costs incurred to realize these transactions compared with the

resources that were technically absolutely indispensable to create these transaction

opportunities. Hence, the efficiency coefficient e = cael. tt""los",. <!em) • (indi<p. ""log",. "",tt), where

ili;e,;l, and £=1 means maximum efficiency. The series are presented in figures 1 to 4.19

,""
140

produc1ion

demand faced

transactions

80

60

40-'... -+ -,
o 200 400 time (weeks)

Figure 1 time series average production, demand faced, and transactions

18 See e.g., Zarnowitz [1985].
19 For presentational rel1@ns, in all time series we aggregated (averaged) lhe daily observations to weekly

observations; one 'week' covering 5 days. Moreover, as lhe numbers of fmus and consumers are constant,
where appropriate, we will express lhe variables as averages over firms resp. consumers.
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Figure 2 time series average costs per unit of sales
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Figure 3 time series patronage as proportion of consumer population
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Figure 4 time series average service rate and macroeconomic efficiency

These graphs show four remarkable features of the macroeconomic time series. First, we

see very strong movements in most series at the very beginning of the history. As all

agents were initially completely ignorant as to the relative values of their possible actions,

and to the objectively given, overall economic opportunities, the fIrst phase of the time

series appears to be dominated by a defInite overall learning effect. Secondly, the

macroeconomic efficiency coeffIcient increases very fast right from the start, and already

after about 20 weeks the economy reaches a high perfonnance level. The average demand

faced by the finns is almost 100, the maximum attainable, implying that all consumers

have discovered their way to the market, while production and sales are very close to that

level. Moreover, profIts per unit, effIciency, and patronage reach their historical maximum

also already after 20 weeks. Hence, 'on average' agents learn very fast about the overall

opportunities of the economic environment, and that while each individual agent observes

only his own actions and outcomes. Thirdly, the economy does not settle down at that high

performance level. Although the average demand faced by the fInns remains constant, the

average production shows a prolonged upward sweep, whereas the average transactions

move in the opposite direction. Evidently, consumers have some diffIculties in fInding the

right firms. This seems to be confmned by the considerable fluctuations in the patronage

series. Furthennore, profits per units appear to be squeezed steadily by increasing signaling

costs, and the system efficiency decreases accordingly. It seems that in this second phase,

roughly from week 20 to 200, the economic interaction between the individual agents, who
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are all continuously learning about their opportunities, forcefully sways the economy,

although the overall economic environment is kept constant. Fourthly, after week 200 all

series appear to approach a comparatively steady state. Table 2 gives some statistics of this

macroeconomic steady state, that forms an important regularity, based on the daily

observations.

variable avg. sl.dev. min. max.

transactions 95 2 84 99
production 105 6 88 125

signals 570 39 434 703
demand faced 100 0 100 100
unsold stocks 11 4 2 27

profits 23 3 14 29
patronage 0.30 0.01 0.27 0.33

prob. service 0.95 0.02 0.86 0.99
efficiency 0.31 0.01 0.28 0.34

Table 2 statistics macroeconomic steady state, days 1001-2000

In this steady state, the processes of competition and learning imply that the economic

opportunities for individual agents may be changing continuously. An analysis of the last

200, relatively quiet, weeks of the variable aggregate production, without doubt the most

important variable in business cycle theory, showed that this local interaction of the agents

did not produce cyclical behavior of the aggregate economic activity.20

4.2 Microeconomics: Differences between Agents

In this section we examine the differences between the individual firms and between the

individual consumers in their actions and outcomes. Individual experiences may differ in

the sense that the distribution over time of an individual agent's experiences merely reflects

20 The Ljung-Box test statistic indicates that the hypothesis of 'white-noise' cannot be rejected (X2(6) =

10.7). This seems related not so much to the fact that the aggregate demand is kept constant, but more in
particular to the fact that the demand effectively on the mtJrket, i.e., the average demand faced by the fIrms,
turns out to remain constant during the economic process.
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the, possibly changing, cross-sectional distribution ofexperiences in the economy. But more

important are those differences in individual experiences that do not 'average out' over

time; the systematic differences.

First, we consider the fIrms. In fIgure 5 the development of a regularity in the

differences in sales between the individual fIrms is traced. After two strong sweeps the

standard deviation of the sales seems to have found a steady state, in which the spread in

sales among the fInns in any given week is considerable.

units
50

...

"
"
30

25

20

0 200

st.dev. sales

400 lIM (weeks)

Figure 5 time series standard deviation in sales

In table 3, we give some statistics of the realization of the action/outcome variables, for

each fIrm averaged over the days 1-2000.21 We see that the spread in actions and in

outcomes is considerable, and that there are systematic and signillcant differences between

the fIrms' experiences, although all fIrms were identical at the start. Accumulated over the

history of 2000 days, with respect to each of the variables listed in table 3 the highest value

is double the amount of the lowest.22

21 Graphs concerning these variables, showing the realizations by each individual firm can be found in
Vriend [1993].

22 Clearly, with such large differences and so many observations, these differences form a regularity, in the
sense that they are not just caused by some stochastic noise. For example, with respect to the variable profits,
an analysis of variance of the matrix of 2000 days x 50 finns, testing for the significance of column
effects (i.e., of the factor 'firms') yields F(49,97902) = 217.2.
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the firms.23 Note that although the rate at which the fInns tend to diverge slows down at

the end of the simulated history, it still has positive values for most of the time.

Often, it is found that empirical fInn-size distributions (e.g., measured in sales,

production capacity or profIts) have a Pareto distribution, to be recognized by a linear curve

when the size of each fInn is plotted against its rank in the population on a log-log

scale.24

log(5&1e5)

,.,

'·,1----....~_
,

1.9

'.8

'.7;1;-----,0".'--;;0...-'-'0.'"-"0.8.--------,---c;'.,,-----c,"'.,c--c,".'-"'.8
log(rank)

Figure 7 finn-size distribution last quarter (i.e., days 1941-2000)

Clearly, the curve in fIgure 7, plotting the size distribution in the last quarter of the history,

is not linear, but concave to the origin. This may be explained by the following particular

of our economy. It is in an economy without growth, in the sense that the aggregate

demand is constant through time and that there is no entrance of new firms. As a result

23 The variable is constructed as follows. For a given day, take for each fIrm it's average sales up to that
day, and calculate the standard deviation of that variable. Repeat this for each day. One could present the time
series of these standard deviations in a graph. However, then, one would observe an apparent convergence
of these standard deviations at a certain level, simply because each additional observation of a fIrm's sales
changes less and less of it's average sales up to that point. Therefore, we take the fIrst difference of the
standard deviations, and weigh each difference with the number of observations up to that day. For
presentational reasons, the graph gives the quarterly moving average of this time series; one'quarter' being
12 weeks or 60 days.

2A Formally, the relation between size and rank in the population of each fIrm is expressed by the equation
size· rank' = a, where a and ~ are constants. Taking logarithms, we getlog(size) = log(a) - ~ . log(rank).
The measure of fIrm-size we use is the fIrm's average sales during a quarter.
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variable avg. st.dev. min. max.

sales 94 15 61 125
production 108 16 71 141

signals 487 84 309 663
demand faced 99 16 65 131
unsold stocks 15 2 10 18

profits 28 5 18 38

Table 3 statistics individual fIrms, averaged days 1-2000

This leaves the question unanswered in how far the fIrms would have differed among each

other after, e.g., 2 million days. Although we cannot answer that question, we can show

what the trend is during the simulated history of 2000 days.

4

3

2

oMr-:1L------+-----\f--'----i-lL--\-I-'1r--
.,
-2r------~~------~r_;200 400 time (weeks)

Figure 6 time series weighted change in divergency annong firms

In fIgure 6, we trace a variable constructed such that positive values indicate a trend

towards greater divergency and negative values a trend towards greater convergency among
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there are relatively too many medium size fmns and too few small fmns to get a Pareto

distribution.2S

Notwithstanding the considerable differences between the experiences of the individual

firms on the market, and the resulting fmn-size distribution, there are also some remarkable

correspondences among the fmns. Splitting the gross revenue for each unit sold between

the various costs incurred by each individual firm, figure 8, where the firms are ordered

on their cumulative sales, shows an identical distribution for each fmn.

costs/unit of sales

profits

unsold stocks

signaling

production

fi,~

Figure 8 for each firm: average costs/unit of sales days 1-2000

That the production costs per unit sold are the same for each fmn is determined directly

by the production technology, which is identical for all firms. But striking is the fact that

the firms, though they must have such different perceptions with respect to the extent of

their trading opportunities, tum out to spend all the same amount on signaling per unit sold,

that they all let perish the same amount of unsold stocks per unit sold, and that they all

make the same profit per unit sold. Note that all fmns use the same constant-retums-to

scale technology. But that does not yet imply that they should follow the same signaling

and production policy per unit sold. This seems to be an important regularity. A second

regularity is presented in figure 9, where we see that, on average, also the probability to

2S See Ijiri & Simon [1977] who illustrate this issue on the basis of some models of stochastic processes.
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be able to serve a given client turns out to be equal for all firms. Table 4 gives some

statistics concerning these uniformities among the firms.26

servic:erate

fi,~

Figure 9 for each firm: average probability to serve a given client days 1-2000

variable

profit/unn
unsold stocks/unit

signaling/unn

prob. service

avg.

0.30
0.04
0.41

0.95

st.dev.

0.007
0.007
0.009

0.006

min.

0.28
0.03
0.39

0.94

max.

0.31
0.05
0.43

0.96

Table 4 statistics individual firms, averaged days 1-2000

Next, we consider the consumers. In table 5 we give some descriptive statistics, where for

each consumer each variable has been averaged over the days 1-2000:7

26 Statistical testing reveals that the standard deviations are all not significantly different from zero.
Denoting the number of observations as n, (n-l) . s'/cr'o has a x'(n-l) distribution under the hypothesis (;=(;0'

The one-sided 95% confidence intervals for (;0 are: profit/unit 0 - 0.009, signaling/unit 0 - 0.011, unsold
stocks/unit 0 - 0.008, and prob. service 0 - 0.007.

'7 For large numbers of observations n, «(s-(;o)/(;o) . v'{2(n-l)} has a N(O,I) distribution under the
hypothesis (;=(;0' The 95% confidence intervals for (;0 are: satisfaction 0.0054 - 0.0056, patronage 0.0627 
0.0652, visits known signaler 0.0626 - 0.0651, visits random agent 0.0015 - 0.0016. Graphs presenting the
actions and outcomes of the consumers, averaged over the entire history, can be found in Vriend [1993].
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variable avg. st.dev. min. max.

satisfaction 0.94 0.006 0.92 0.96

patronage 0.30 0.064 0.13 0.55
visits known signaler 0.69 0.064 0.45 0.87
visits random agent 0.01 0.002 0.00 0.01

Table 5 statistics individual consumers, averaged days 1-2000

Reading table 5 from the bottom row to the top, the following interesting points emerge.

First, we see that consumers have discovered that agents who never send signals and are

never observed selling the commodity, are very unlikely to be firms offering the

commodity for sale. Secondly, the information signals sent by the firms do matter to the

consumers, as in 70% of the cases they use these to select a firm. Thirdly, there is an

enormous systematic difference in the consumers' shopping behavior, as some consumers

patronize more than four times as often than some others. But, fourthly, there is a

remarkably small variance between the consumers' market outcomes.28

28 An analysis of variance of the matrix of 33 quarters X 5000 consumers testing for the significance
of column effects (Le., of the factor 'consumers') yields F(4999, 159968) = 0.96. Hence, there is
no significant difference between the consumers in their success over time. But this depends much
on the point of view one takes. It matters which of the two possible market outcomes one takes for
granted and considers as 'natural', and which outcome one considers as a noteworthy deviation.
If we express the consumers' outcomes not as a satisfaction rate, but as a disappointment rate, then
we get a minimum of 0.04 and a maximum of 0.08. That is, the 'worst' consumer turns home
disappointed twice as often as the 'best'. As we didn't specify the commodity and the consumers'
preferences further, we can't quantify the loss for a disappointed consumer in a given day. It may
very well be that from the 'worst' consumer's point of view this difference is not negligible at all.
Having put it this way, it is remarkable, at least as a curiosity, that also the 'worst' and 'best' firms,
averaged over the whole history, differed a factor 2.
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4.3 Competition, Patronage and Arbitrage

In section 4.1 we observed that the fInns, although reaching a high perfonnance level very

quickly, continued to increase their signaling activity steadily, thus eroding their profIts.

In the end, the fInns differed strongly in their perceptions of and experiences on the

market, but on average they all had the same cost profile per unit sold. Moreover, on

average they all offered the same opportunities to their clients. This does not mean that

differences in service rates do never occur, but just that they do not persist. This all

suggests that competition works, and leads to important regularities. Note that firms are not

even aware of the existence of competitors, let alone the actions of those competitors.

Competition works via the market.

To explain these observations, it is important to remember that in the simulated

economy, the price of the commodity is given, known and equal for all agents and constant

through time, that the commodity itself is homogeneous, and that all firms and all

consumers were identical at the start. The systematic differences between the individual

firms emerge endogenously in the economic process. Hence, all references to presumed

differences in skills or attitudes, like e.g., 'aggressivity', and other psychological factors

would be entirely out of place.2
' Individual fInns may become different in the following

two senses, as perceived by consumers. First, their identity may be better or worse known

by means of the infonnation signals. Secondly, they may differ in the reliability of their

service. Consumers are only interested in obtaining a unit of the commodity. Hence,

whereas in models with price-setting fInns consumers are looking for bargains, in our

economy they are pursuing high service rates. Therefore, firms compete using signaling and

a good service as weapons.

In this section we will focus upon the role played by the consumers in the market

process, and in particular upon the phenomenon of patronage. In section 3 we defmed

'patronage' by 'returning to the last visited agent', i.e., independent of the state the

2' Moreover, our simulation illustrates that such explanations are also unnecessary in situations where they
might, in principle, be used to explain differences between the actions of individual agents, like, e.g., in
experiments. This is analogous to Stigler & Becker [1977] who argued that economists should not too easily
point to differences in tastes to explain differences in actions between individuals.
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consumer [mds himself in.'o An important question is whether consumers who were

satisfied on a given day do more often return to the same finn on the next day than

consumers who were disappointed by the finn they visited. This is a crucial issue, because

it is this type of behavior, which we might call 'strict patronage', that leads to arbitrage

of trading opportunities. For suppose some finns offer higher service rates than other firms.

Strict patronage would imply that a finn not able to satisfy its clients is likely to loose

some of its customers. Given its level of production, that would mean a higher coefficient

of customer satisfaction on the next day. On the other hand, a firm satisfying its customers

is likely to enlarge its clientele, thus lowering its service rate. Hence, ceteris paribus, strict

patronage directly implies arbitrage of trading opportunities, in the sense of the equalization

of service rates across firmS.31

Figure 10 shows that consumers almost immediately perceive the distinct opportunities

offered by strict patronage. On each day, satisfied consumers patronize almost twice as

often as disappointed consumers that had arrived late. In the appendix we explain how the

patronage rate is in an unavoidable, but certain way biased. As the rules that imply visiting

a random, unidentified agent are chosen with very low probabilities, the probability of

activating one of the rules that imply patronage is biased towards slightly less than 1/3.

This implies that strict patronage does tum out to develop, but mainly in the negative sense

that disappointed consumers perceive it to be advantageous to avoid their failing

supplier.32

30 As table I shows, the consumers were completely indifferent in this respect at the start. For example,
if they were disappointed by a frrm, or, even more so, if they had visited a randomly chosen, unidentified
agent, and by chance contacted another consumer instead of a firm, then they opted to patronize with the
same initial probability as any other option.

31 In a more general setting, the service rates are just one of the possible qualitative aspects of the product
that a frrm offers. Other aspects might be the price of the commodity, or intrinsic qualitative characteristics
of the good. In our model these aspects are identical for all frrms. As far as the analysis of patronage is
concerned, in our model patronage leads straightaway to arbitrage, whereas with respect to the other
mentioned reasons to patronize, this relation will be more indirect.

32 That strict patronage in a positive sense does not occur more frequently is related to the facts that our
consumers patronize only when they perceive this to be advantageous, that all firms on average turned out
to offer the same service rate, and that patronage does not involve any kind of preferential treatment by the
frrm.
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patronage ral'
0.45

0.'

by satisfied

by diseppointed
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o 200 400 time (weeks)

Figure 10 time series patronage for two categories of consumers

In table 6 we compare the average satisfaction rate of previously satisfied consumers who

decided to patronize with those who switched to another firm, and of previously

disappointed consumers who adhered to their failing supplier with those who changed firm.

We see that, averaging over all days and all consumers, the perception of disappointed

consumers that it is advantageous to change rInU is confirmed by these averages.

previous day satisfied

previous day disappointed

patronizing

0.95

0.93

switching

0.95

0.95

Table 6 avg. satisfaction rate of 4 decisions, averaged days 1-2000

4.4 A Variant: 'Fixed' Patronage

To illustrate the significance of the occurrence of self-organized markets, Le. of the fact

that all actions and outcomes in the simulated economy emerge purely endogenously as the

result of locally interacting and learning individual agents who are all continuously looking

for advantageous opportunities, we run a simulation in which we exogenously fixed one

aspect of the behavior of the individual agents. That is, we impose that if a consumer has
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been satisfied by a finn then he will patronize next day surely.33 Table 7 gives the

average market experiences of finns and consumers for both the standard model and the

variant with 'fixed' patronage.

variable standard 1ixed' patr.

sales 94 96
production 108 102

signals 487 47
unsold stocks 15 6

profits 28 67

patronage 0.30 0.98
satisfaction 0.94 0.96

efficiency 0.34 0.81

Table 7 average actions and outcomes two variants, days 1-2000

We see that the apparently small, and intuitively reasonable, modification in the choice

menu of the consumers leads to dramatically different market outcomes. In the variant with

'fixed' patronage, finns realize higher sales with a lower average production level, implying

that less unsold stocks perish, and spend much less resources to signaling. As a result, the

finns obtain an enonnous profit increase. Figure 11 shows that firms perceive almost

immediately that it is advantageous to limit their signaling activity drastically. Remember

that finns do not know anything about the choice procedures followed by the consumers,

and that they do not know which of their consumers are patronizing and which are new

clients caught by an infonnation signal. It is merely that they perceive sending more signals

to be a waste of resources. This will be related to the fact that almost every consumer

patronizes almost always. As the consumers are on average, slightly so, better off as well,

the overall efficiency of the economy is much higher, although in figure 12, we observe

that during the first phase of about 20 weeks the efficiency curves for the standard version

33 We have run this variant on scale 1:10, Le., with 5 firms and 500 consumers. We will refer to it as
'fIXed' patronage.
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and the variant are almost inextricable. The main source of this improvement is the

substantial saving of communication expenditures in the variant with 'fixed' patronage.34

signals
700

600

500
standa'dversion

ol __'::~:::~~::=b:::::==::::::;;;;:;;;;;=~~'fiXed' patronage

o 200 400 time (weeks)

Figure 11 time series signaling in two variants

efficiency
1

0.3

0.2

0.1

'fix&c!' patronage

standard version

o-'- -± ~'::

o 200 400 time (Weeks)

Figure 12 time series efficiency in two variants

Note that the only difference with the standard version of the model is a restriction on the

consumers' behavior. That is, all the actions and favorable outcomes of the variant with

34 This might leave the consumers in the variant more vulnerable, e.g., to the shock of a firm that exits the
market.
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'fixed' patronage are also feasible in the unrestricted standard version. The reason that an

individual consumer does not patronize always when he is satisfied in the standard version,

is that it would not be rational to do so. Only when patronage is 'fixed', and both the firms

and all the other consumers change their behavior too, patronage in case of satisfaction will

make the consumers better off on average. Furthermore, in the standard version without

'fixed' patronage, firms could decide as well to signal only very scarcely. Then, consumers

would be more or less forced to patronize, making everybody better off, and in particular

the firms. Again, the point is that for an individual firm that would not be rational."

5. Conclusions

The main conclusion to draw from this paper, is that this kind of approach, assuming that

the agents' perception of opportunities is an endogenous process and applying Artificial

Intelligence techniques to model the agents' actions, is promising. The data generated by

the simulation contain important regularities, that cannot be deduced directly from the built

in properties of the individual agents or some other microeconomic aspect of the model,

and that can be analyzed almost without limits of data availability.

After an initial phase of 'overall' learning, a macroeconomic steady state is approached,

characterized by comparatively steady aggregates. Competition appears to lead to

coordination of economic activities, communication by firms and patronage by consumers

play an important role herein, and the high communication expenditures are the main

source of macroeconomic inefficiency. The microeconomic distributions underlying those

aggregates show strong differences between the market shares of firms and between the

shopping behavior of consumers. However, all firms offer an identical service rate, and the

costs incurred per unit sold are also identical for all firms, while the rate of success is

equal for all consumers. The emerging regularities in the agents' actions and outcomes

show that the market process does tie down the set of possible beliefs of the agents, and

does constrain their actions. Moreover, we have not only shown that self-organized markets

3S The results of this variant show that one has to be very careful in modeling the shopping behavior of
consumers, as very small modifications may lead to completely different market outcomes. In particular, it
is not innocuous to bias models towards patronage; either by assuming it right away (e.g., Bergmann [1989])
or by imposing ad hoc additional costs on non-patronage (e.g., Sutton [1980]).
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may emerge in a decentralized economy, but we have also illustrated the essential

difference between self-organized markets and organized markets.

In further developments of this approach, the following points, listed in order of

decreasing priority, but increasing importance, should be considered. First, although all

agents, who were perfectly ignorant at the start, achieved very fast a high level of

performance, it might be that alternative algorithms would realize even better performances.

Secondly, one should analyze the quantitative and qualitative influences of changes in

parameter values and mechanisms. Thirdly, important progress would be made when the

way agents categorize the experiences concerning their interactions, were made endogenous.

Fourthly, one should analyze other economic models with this approach. In particular,

given the results with respect to arbitrage, it seems interesting to consider models with

price-making. Fifthly, the final objective of this kind of analysis is not to become wise with

respect to artificial worlds, but to understand what is going on in real decentralized

economies. Therefore, a serious question to examine would be, whether it is possible to

'recover,36 regnlarities known from reality in, necessarily simple, simulated models, and

to'analyze how these regularities depend upon parameter choices or modeled mechanisms,

Simulations of artificial economies fulfill here the same role as any formal, mathematical

model that abstracts from some aspects of reality. They may suggest ways how one might

understand what is going on in a decentralized economy.

Appendix Outline of Classifier System and Genetic Algorithm

A.I A Consumer

As the set of rules for a consumer is complete, only a Classifier System is used, in order

to determine which rule is active on each day, and to update the strengths of the rules.

Initially, the strength of each rule is 0.50. Eventually, all strengths are a number between

o and 1. On each day, all rules for which the 'if ..: part is fulfilled participate in a

'stochastic auction'. Using two coefficients, cbid=O.lO and bbcoef=O.lO, each valid rule

36 Cf., the notion of 'recoverability' in Varian [1984].
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makes the bid:=cbid . strength + 1:, with I: = N(Il=O, 0'=0.00875). The highest bidder wins

the right to be active, and has to 'pay' (cbid· strength), to be subtracted from it's strength.

The active rule is reinforced according to: strength:= strength + cbid . (l-bbcoef) . income,

where the income is I if the consumer, using that rule, succeeds in buying a unit of the

commodity, and 0 otherwise. The rule that was active on the preceding day is reinforced

receiving part of the currently active rule's raw bid: strength[previously active rule]:=

strength[previously active rule] + bbcoef . (cbid . strength[active rule]). This system of

strength transfers implies that the strengths converge towards the income they generate,

each strength being a weighted average of past payoffs.

One inconvenient issue of arbitrariness in modeling the consumers' actions has to be

faced. Suppose all firms are equally advantageous for a consumer. That is, it does not

matter whether he patronizes his previous supplier, or visits any other fIrm. A problem,

then, is that we as economists know nothing about the decision procedures used by the

consumers. One possibility would be, that such a consumer puts the names of all firms,

including his last supplier, in an urn, and draws one name from this urn. However, this is

not necessarily the right representation of the case in which all sellers are perceived to be

equally attractive. The following two-stage decision procedure might be equally obvious

to be followed. First, the consumer decides whether to patronize or to change frrm, and

secondly, he chooses a different firm at random when the option of changing had been

chosen. Then, in the absence of any reason to patronize, this decision procedure would give,
a patronage rate of 50%. We implement some mediation between these two extremes, by

letting the rules of a consumer's CS that imply visiting a signaling firm making two bids.

Clearly, this means that one has to be careful when attaching a meaning to the absolute

values of the probabilities with which the various rules are chosen.
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A.2 A Firm

A fInn uses a Classifier System, in order to determine which rule is active on each day,

and to update the strengths of the rules, and a Genetic Algorithm in order to generate new

rules.

Classifier System

The initial rules are 20 points chosen from a unifonn random distribution on the domain

[0..256, 0..256] in (production, signaling)-space. Initially, the strength of each rule is 0.30.

Eventually, all strengths are a number between 0 and 1. On each day, all rules for which

the 'if ...' part is fulfIlled, i.e., all rules, participate in a 'stochastic auction'. Using two

coefficients, cbid=O.25 and bbcoef=OAO, each valid rule makes the bid:=cbid . strength +

e, with e = N(J.I=O, O"=from 0.075 to 0.03). The highest bidder wins the right to be active,

and has to 'pay' (cbid . strength), to be subtracted from it's strength. The active rule is

reinforced according to: strength:= strength + cbid . (l-bbcoef) . income, where the income

is a number between 0 and 1 as a function of the external rewards, i.e., the finn's profits,

experienced during the last 200 days. The rule that was active on the preceding day is

reinforced receiving part of the presently active rule's raw bid: strength[previously active

rule]:= strength[previously active rule]+bbcoef . (cbid . strength[active rule]). This system

of strength transfers implies that the strengths converge towards the income they generate,

each strength being a weighted average of past payoffs.

Genetic Algorithm

After each day, the value for production in the last activated rule is adapted taking into

account the demand generated on that day by that rule. The production value of that rule

is moved towards the demand faced (on average 10% of the distance between the

production and the demand faced). The strength of the rule remains the same.

After each 50 days, the main genetic algorithm is applied. This may be triggered earlier

(after 25 days) if in the most recent fourth of the current generation cycle the average

perfonnance is more than 20% worse than in the corresponding fourth of the preceding

cycle. It can also be triggered after 25 days with a probability depending upon the number

of rules with a strength smaller than the initial strength of 0.30.
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The genetic algorithm generates 1 new rule on the basis of two existing strong rules. The

'parents' are randomly chosen from the strongest 25% of rules, taking as selection

probability for each rule its strength proportional to the total strength of these 25%. The

rules to be replaced are chosen among the worst 50% of the rules: the one that is most

similar to the newly created rule, to avoid crowding of too similar rules. Duplicate rules

are not allowed for.

Values are encoded in strings using the binary alphabet, alternating the bits for

production and signaling, and ordering both in the same direction from 'high' to 'low'. For

example, the string 101011 would be (production, signaling) =(7,1). After each generation

cycle, the length of the production andlor signaling sub-string can be increased or decreased

with 1 bit, taking into account the production and signaling values of the strongest strings.

The minimum length of the complete string is 5, while the maximum length of each sub

string is 10.

The genetic operators applied are reproduction, crossover and mutation. Reproduction

and crossover take place as follows: take two strings, place them parallel to each other, and

d · .. d ml OOClXDClOOOOXClOOClCl th . determme two crossmg pomts ran 0 y: ••• •••••• •••••' cross e two strmgs an
choose one of the two {children', i I I __ I I I I I or __ I I I I I _, at random. Mutation

means that any bit independently in the newly created string can switch from 0 to 1 or

from 1 to O. Depending upon the degree of convergence of the strings in the best 25% of

the agent's rules, the probability of mutation for each bit varies between 0.10 and 0.001.

The strength of the new rules is the average of the strengths of the 2 'parents'.
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